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Acer, being the leading notebook and display brand in the market today, has an extensive understanding of the 
demands and developments within the mobile display market. As a result Acer announces the launch of two new 
digital projectors with the objective driving further development into the SOHO and SMB market segments.  

Acer’s range of High-tech projectors takes this strategy one step further with the introduction of two new portable 
projectors based on DLP™ technology that deliver fantastic brightness and picture quality from lightweight, 
compact units, satisfying the needs of professional users.  

The Acer Video Projectors are renowned for their innovative technology, reliability and elegant design. The Acer 
PD521 digital projector is a large screen XGA display solution uniting increased brightness, portability and high 
contrast ratio for the ultimate performance supporting the demands of the SOHO and SMB markets.  

The Acer PD521 supports the new Acer bicolor Design that compliments the Acer ™Notebooks for a complete, 
stylishly-designed mobile solution. Powered by DLP technology, the PD521 provides crisp data presentations 
and/or action-packed entertainment on the big screen in the comfort of your own home. With high brightness level 
of 2000 ANSI lumens and a contrast ratio of 2000:1, the Acer PD521 produces more consistent color imaging and 
smoother and crisper results over a longer period of time than competing technologies, while the integrated native 
XGA resolution ensures captivating results and perfect precision.  

 technology for an advanced, all-digital™Featuring the cutting edge DLP display solution and full compatibility with 
the latest digital equipment and sophisticated notebooks used in businesses today, plus integrated PiP 
technology allowing multiple windows to be projected simultaneously on screen via different video sources, the 
Acer PD521 keeps total cost of ownership to a minimum, and dynamic visual impact to a maximum. Engineered 
within an elegant design to perfectly compliment a professional image, the PD521 design also compliments the 
latest range of Acer portfolio Notebooks.  

The Acer PD113 is a compact yet bright digital imaging solution featuring Acer’s latest elegant black and silver 
design that offers long-term performance and mobile versatility making it ideal for host of different uses and 
environments.  

The Acer PD113 mobile digital projector delivers a powerful visual experience with a high contrast ratio of 2000:1 
for captivating classroom support, excellent office presentations and astounding home theatre events.  

The Acer PD113 is an ideal projection work tool for SOHO professionals as well as classrooms requiring a 
reliable portable projector with high performance for on-the-road presentations.  

The Acer PD113 projector features an integrated innovative digital mirroring chipset which provides an optimised 
high contrast ratio of 2000:1 and integrated  technology to deliver 1,500 ANSI lumens from a compact and robust 
chassis™DLP that weighs just 2kg, making it ideal for the independent mobile user looking to brighten up 
presentations and grab the audience’s attention. 

Complete with a full set of easy-to-use functions including keystone correction, auto focus and auto 
synchronization, the whisper-quiet Acer PD113 projector is ideal for quick and effective presentations, allowing 
the audience to sit back and to focus on the bright results or be entertained without distraction.  

The Acer PD113 features a range of connection possibilities including PlayStation, VHS, DVD, PC and TV tuner, 
allowing users to rapidly transform workable or standard presentations into a captivating and entertaining 
communication experience for outstanding results. All of the Acer digital projectors can work with 4:3 or 16:9 ratio 
to adapt to all presentation and entertainment needs.  

All Acer projectors are covered by a standard 2-year carry-in Warranty.  

 


